Changing codes, growth in the economy and housing starts – how’s a builder to profit from it all? Well, a bottom-up switch to Norbord is a sound first move.

Norbord understands the residential construction landscape. That is why we’ve reduced all of that complexity down to a family of products that can save energy, material, labor and time!

**ENERGY SAVINGS START WITH THE FRAMING™**

Norbord understands the residential construction landscape. That is why we’ve reduced all of that complexity down to a family of products that can save energy, material, labor and time!

**The App that Makes OSB As Easy As 1-2-3**

You need solutions that help you meet building codes easily and quickly while reducing costs. Like all of Norbord’s products SteadiTred will help you meet both of these objectives.

**Simply a Better Stair Tread**

You need solutions that help you meet building codes easily and quickly while reducing costs. Like all of Norbord’s products SteadiTred will help you meet both of these objectives.

**Build Faster**
**Reduce Cost**
**Build Better**
**Increase Profits**

**SteadiTred**

LEARN MORE AT NORBORD.COM/ONSITEAPP

LEARN MORE AT NORBORD.COM/NA
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DO YOU:
– Waste material building temporary treads only to throw them in the waste bin and pay disposal fees?
– Buy the material, pay to cut and install temporary treads, and pay again to rip them out?
– Worry 2x4 temporary treads may be unsafe?
– Have concerns the temporary treads may not hold the safety railings?
– Go back to replace particle board treads that are broken or swollen because they don’t withstand jobsite conditions or just aren’t strong enough?
– Want to reduce construction costs, build faster and improve profit margins?

PROVIDES FIRM FOOTING.
More and more builders are specifying Norbord’s SteadiTred for residential and commercial building. Why? Because SteadiTred reduces material and labor costs, construction time, and waste. Build Faster, Reduce Costs, and Increase Profits with SteadiTred!

STEADITRED BENEFITS:
– Reduces construction costs with overall material and labor savings!
– Eliminates the need and expense of temporary treads!
– Handle treads once and you’re done!
– The Right Size = Less Waste!
– Stairs are stronger, stiffer and safer!
– Closed-riser stair assemblies can span up to 45°
– Treads stay flat; no cupping, no splitting, no wain, & no twisting!
– Carries the APA Grade Stamp for treads (only grade stamped treads meet the building code)
– Backed by Norbord’s 25 Year Limited Warranty!

STEADITRED FEATURES:
– A choice of bull-nosed or square-edged treads
– Convenient and easy to handle 1” thick x 11 ½” tread x 12’ lengths (60 pieces unit)
– 42” and 48” Lengths and 10 ¼” up to 11 7/8” are also available with certain conditions
– Easy installation with no special training for trades or employees
– Textured screened surface for skid resistance
– APA (The Engineered Wood Assoc) grade stamped so you know quality is built in

In today’s competitive housing market, finding ways to build faster, cheaper and with better quality is top priority for every builder. One way to improve is to rethink current stair construction methods to achieve those goals, without trades having to be retrained.

Want to reduce your material costs, waste and disposal costs, build faster and use great products and quality building practices? Norbord’s SteadiTred will help you do just that.